IS VASER® LIPO RIGHT FOR ME?
If you are frustrated by stubborn areas of fat deposits
which are resistant to diet and exercise and seek a fast,
low-pain solution then VASER Lipo is for you.
Patients who say they would have never considered
traditional liposuction are now finding that the
VASER Lipo procedure is a gentle alternative for
body shaping. Your cosmetic surgeon will assist you
with your decision about potential areas for contouring, anticipated results, and the recovery process.

“My self-confidence has risen dramatically
–there’s just no describing how good it feels to
get rid of that one thing you really dislike
about your body.”

-From a Vaser client

WHICH AREAS CAN BE TREATED WITH
VASER LIPO?
Vaser Lipo can tackle the same problem areas as
standard liposuction which include; abdomen, love
handles, arms, back, hips, inner thighs, outer thighs,
buttocks, knees, calves, female breasts, male breasts,
face, chin and neck areas.
WHAT ARE THE MAIN SIDE EFFECTS OF
VASER LIPO?
Vaser lipo is carried out under local anaesthesia therefore there are some minor problems. There is a dull
ache and some swelling and the bandaging needs to be
changed until the leakage of blood stained liquid
stops. There is a risk of bruising and rarely infection
might follow the operation. itching, pulling, pinching,
hardness, tightness and/or a slight numbness of sensations are reported following the procedure but they
should subside following the surgery.

HOW MUCH DOES VASER COST?
In the recent years, modern cosmetic surgery procedures are becoming far less invasive with improved
results and faster downtime. The price of some cosmetic treatment including liposuction has also declined. Our Vaser prices starts as low as £1500 but
depends on the number of areas and individual cases.
IS VASER LIPO A SAFE PROCEDURE?
Yes, Vaser is considered to be a safe procedure.
Worldwide, thousands of Vaser Lipo procedures have
been performed without any reported serious problems.
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Vaser, the next generation
of body contouring.
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VASER®
LIPO
THE TOOL BEHIND THE TALENT.(TM)

Call us to see our cosmetic doctor at our clinic
you could also visit: www.cosmeticsurgery-uk.com

VASER LIPOSUCTION
For more information please visit our website:
www.cosmeticsurgery-uk.com

VASER® LIPO, GET THE BODY CONTOUR YOU WANT.

SEEING IS BELIEVING.
BEFORE

Every body type has certain areas that are
predisposed to fat storage and, even with rigorous
diet and exercise those unwanted bulges often
persist. VASER Ultrasound Liposelection Technology now offers a less invasive and safe alternative to
traditional liposuction for eliminating unwanted fat,
revealing a smooth new shape with fast recovery.

HOW IS VASER COMPARED WITH SMARTLIPO/LASER LIPO?
VASER Lipo is using ultrasound technology but laser
technology is being used in Smartlipo. We use both
devices in our clinic and we perform them under local
anaesthesia. There are other differences but generally
speaking Vaser is more powerful and it is being used

VASER Lipo is regarded as the next generation of
body contouring. Whether you need help with a
small problem area or a major transformation, Vaser
uses powerful ultrasonic energy to selectively break
apart fat deposits while preserving other important
tissues.

Vaser gives you more options; “I would
never have considered traditional liposuction, but VASER Lipo made me finally
decide to address those problem areas on
my body.”
-Vaser
HOW IS VASER® LIPO DIFFERENT TO
TRADITIONAL LIPOSUCTION?
Innovative VASER technology, also known as Liposelection, is an advanced body contouring which
distinguishes between targeted fat from other important tissues such as; nerves, blood vessels and connective tissue; resulting in a rapid healing with
smooth contour, skin retraction and tightening.
Therefore, Vaser is selective and less invasive because it is only removing unwanted body fat. Vaser is
an alternative and rapidly replacing the harsh technique of traditional liposuction in which a powerful
vacuum pump would aggressively avulse fat and supporting tissues out. Vaser is carried out under local
anaesthesia and the downtime and side effects

“I had VASER Lipo on Friday and was back
to work on Monday.”
-Vaser client

WHAT HAPPENS DURING A VASER® LIPO
PROCUDURE?
VASER Lipo is performed in a clean or sterile
environment. After numbing the skin with local anaesthetic and making a small cut (incision) in the skin the
Vaser Liposelective probe will be introduced through
the cut into the fatty area to be treated and apply Vaser
Liposelection ultrasonic energy to emulsify the fatty
tissues, then the same piece of equipment, Vaser Liposelection, will aspirate the emulsified fat and results
are noticeable as soon as the procedure is over with the
prospect of further improvement in the following few

“I would definitely recommend VASER Lipo
for anyone who is not able to achieve the fat
reduction they want by diet and exercise
alone.”

-Vaser client
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